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IMPORTANCE Appendectomy remains the standard of care for uncomplicated acute
appendicitis despite several randomized clinical trials pointing to the safety and efficacy
of nonoperative management of this disease. A meta-analysis of randomized clinical trials
may contribute to the body of evidence and help surgeons select which patients may benefit
from surgical and nonsurgical treatment.

OBJECTIVE To assess the efficacy and safety of nonoperative management vs appendectomy
for acute uncomplicated appendicitis.

DATA SOURCES A systematic review was conducted using indexed sources (Embase and
PubMed) to search for published randomized clinical trials in English comparing nonoperative
management with appendectomy in adult patients presenting with uncomplicated acute
appendicitis. To increase sensitivity, no limits were set for outcomes reported, sex, or year
of publication. All nonrandomized or quasi-randomized trials were excluded, and validated
primers were used.

STUDY SELECTION Among 1504 studies imported for screening, 805 were duplicates, and
595 were excluded for irrelevancy. A further 96 were excluded after full-text review, mainly
owing to wrong study design or inclusion of pediatric populations. Eight studies met the
inclusion criteria and were selected for the meta-analysis.

DATA EXTRACTION AND SYNTHESIS Meta-extraction was conducted with independent
extraction by multiple reviewers using the Covidence platform for systematic reviews and
in accordance with PRISMA guidelines. Data were pooled by a random-effects model.

MAIN OUTCOMES AND MEASURES Treatment success and major adverse effects at 30 days’
follow-up.

RESULTS The main outcome (treatment success proportion at 30 days of follow-up) was not
significantly different in the operative and nonoperative management cohorts (risk ratio [RR],
0.85; 95% CI, 0.66-1.11). Likewise, the percentage of major adverse effects was similar in both
cohorts (RR, 0.72; 95% CI, 0.29-1.79). However, in the nonoperative management group,
length of stay was significantly longer (RR, 1.48; 95% CI, 1.26-1.70), and a median cumulative
incidence of 18% of recurrent appendicitis was observed.

CONCLUSIONS AND RELEVANCE These results point to the general safety and efficacy
of nonoperative management of uncomplicated acute appendicitis. However, this strategy
may be associated with an increase in duration of hospital stay and a higher rate of recurrent
appendicitis. This meta-analysis may help inform decision-making in nonoperative
management of uncomplicated acute appendicitis.
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A ppendicitis may present in many forms and with vari-
able complications, rendering optimal treatment chal-
lenging. Although surgery has historically been the

standard treatment regardless of presentation, multiple stud-
ies have suggested that nonoperative options may be used in
both complicated and uncomplicated appendicitis.1,2 Appen-
dectomy is generally well tolerated, yet because it is a surgi-
cal intervention, there are substantial intraoperative and
postoperative risks, such as infection, scars, and delayed
recovery.3,4

New scoring models and enhanced imaging in computed
tomography permit accurate diagnosis of appendicitis and its
manifestations in most patients.5 For uncomplicated appen-
dicitis, there has been an effort to consider nonoperative
management.6,7 Antibiotic-only treatment may be an attrac-
tive option to patients, as it may be associated with avoid-
ance of surgical scars, reduction of postoperative pain, and
faster recovery.6 It may also provide potential benefits to health
care systems by reducing the burden on operating rooms, spar-
ing the use of personal protective gear, and reducing overall
costs. At this time, a nonoperative approach for uncompli-
cated appendicitis with antibiotic treatment is regarded as
a safe alternative in select patients.8-12

Several randomized clinical trials have been conducted to
address the respective risk-benefit ratio of antibiotic treat-
ment compared with surgical approaches. However, the wide
range of treatment failure rates (7% to 39%) have led to con-
fusion about overall effectiveness of nonoperative treatment
and rendered these analyses difficult to interpret.8-12 In addi-
tion, these trials had limitations related to the heterogeneity
of patient characteristics, variable interventions (antibiot-
ics), and nonstandard follow-up, affecting the consistency of
the results. We performed a meta-analysis to address the ques-
tion as to whether antibiotic therapy in adult patients with un-
complicated appendicitis is comparable with surgical treat-
ment. We performed a systematic review with strict inclusion
and exclusion criteria to evaluate the outcomes of surgical and
nonsurgical approaches.

Methods
Study Design
We conducted a systematic review of randomized clinical trials
evaluating the efficacy of antibiotic treatment in the manage-
ment of acute uncomplicated appendicitis. We published the
statistical analysis plan and a priori hypotheses for the cur-
rent study before unblinding results through the Covidence
platform for systematic reviews at Harvard Countway Library.13

Our research protocol was built using validated primers for ran-
domized clinical trials according to the Cochrane database.14

Specifically, we included search terms for nonoperative vs op-
erative management of acute uncomplicated appendicitis. Our
inclusion criteria for this protocol were randomized clinical
trials with adult patients aged 18 years and older presenting
with acute uncomplicated appendicitis. The types of inter-
ventions compared were conservative (oral, intramuscular, in-
travenous, or combined antibiotic treatment) vs surgical treat-

ment (laparoscopic, robotic, or open appendectomy). There
were no exclusions based on sex. We excluded nonrandom-
ized or quasi-randomized clinical trials, patients presenting
with complicated appendicitis (perforation, abscess, or peri-
tonitis), hemodynamically unstable patients (ie, those with
shock or septic shock), pediatric patients, and patients with ap-
pendicoliths. We did include a small set of adolescent pa-
tients aged 16 to 17 years from the COMMA trial,6 because they
comprised a small subset of the overall population (less than
10%) and did not demonstrate significant clinical and biologi-
cal differences from the adult population. We also used over-
all results from the CODA collaborative,8 which included a sub-
set of patients with appendicoliths. We made this choice
because of the low prevalence of appendicoliths (27%) and
similar clinical outcomes compared with patients without ap-
pendicoliths. The full protocol is available in the eAppendix
in the Supplement. Each trial supplied results regarding each
treatment in different reporting forms. Before pooling data, we
compared trial protocols, case-report forms, and data diction-
aries to identify any recoding needed. We then provided a de-
tailed data-set specification to each trial team to prepare the
data file for pooling. We converted the results to similar risk
ratio (RR) calculation to obtain comparable results. We con-
ducted a bias analysis of the 8 randomized clinical trials using
the Cochrane risk of bias 2 tool.

Primary Outcome
Our prespecified primary outcome measure was all-cause mor-
tality at 30 days. However, owing to extremely low mortality
rates, we did not have adequate power to report this out-
come. For this reason, we used the outcome of treatment suc-
cess as defined by each individual trial protocol, which in-
cluded resolution of abdominal pain, no complications, and
improvement of inflammatory markers, among other vari-
ables. We analyzed treatment success proportion at 30 days
(or at the longest time of follow-up when different times were
reported) as our primary outcome. All studies had similar pri-
mary outcomes and definitions of treatment success. In 6 stud-
ies, treatment success was defined as the resolution of appen-
dicitis symptoms without recurrence of pain, no complications,

Key Points
Question Is nonoperative management of uncomplicated acute
appendicitis comparable with surgical appendectomy in adult
patients?

Findings In this systematic review and meta-analysis including
8 randomized clinical trials, there were no significant differences
in treatment success or major complications between operative
and nonoperative management of acute uncomplicated
appendicitis. However, length of stay and recurrence were
significantly higher in the nonoperative management group.

Meaning Nonoperative management with antibiotics may be
an alternative option to appendectomy in adult patients
presenting with uncomplicated acute appendicitis, noting the
possibility of longer hospital stays and potentially higher rates
of recurrent appendicitis.
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and improvement of inflammatory markers. The CODA
collaborative8 used a more comprehensive definition of treat-
ment success, through a broad questionnaire of health sta-
tus. Conversely, the clinical trial by Vons et al15 used a narrow
definition of treatment success: the absence of peritonitis dur-
ing 30 days’ follow-up. Detailed definitions for each study are
listed in the Table. The choice of the primary outcome and the
choice for the longest period of follow-up were standardized
as per the Cochrane Library protocol for meta-analyses.20

Secondary Outcomes
For secondary outcomes, we analyzed the RRs for major com-
plications in both groups and compared in-hospital length of
stay for both groups. Because in-hospital length of stay was
reported with substantial differences between trials, we con-
tacted the authors of the trials to report the RRs of length of
stay by Poisson regression models with robust standard er-
rors. Our study followed the Preferred Reporting Items for Sys-
tematic Reviews and Meta-analyses (PRISMA) reporting
guideline.21

Statistical Analysis
For our primary outcome, we report RRs obtained through χ2

tests. We conducted all analyses using the intention-to-treat
population and determined heterogeneity among trials by fit-
ting a fixed interaction between treatment and trial, and 95%
CIs were adopted. When the studies did not report the out-
come of interest, we included them as missing values and re-
moved them for the analysis. We conducted logarithmic trans-
formation of RRs and the confidence level boundaries for
inclusion in the analysis. We built forest plots for the primary

and secondary outcomes using the random effect meta-
analysis command. We built a funnel plot and conducted the
Egger test for the primary outcome to estimate publication bias.
We also conducted a meta-regression to estimate study hetero-
geneity by year of publication, study size, and time of follow-
up. We include detailed statistical analyses plans and results
in the eAppendix in the Supplement. All analysis were per-
formed with Stata version 17 (StataCorp).

Results
Systematic Review Results
Of the 1504 studies imported for our systematic review, 8 met the
inclusion criteria and were included in the meta-analysis.6,8,9,15-19

The main reasons for exclusion were wrong study design (ob-
servational or nonrandomized) and the inclusion of pediatric
patients. In our search protocol, we did screen for specific out-
comes to increase sensitivity. Figure 1 summarizes inclusion and
exclusion of trials. The trials were conducted between 1995
and 2021 in Europe and North America. The date of last data-
base search was December 2021.

Primary Outcome
The primary outcome is summarized in Figure 2. The overall
RR for the percentage of successful treatment at 30 days (or
the longest period of follow-up when different time points were
reported) did not differ between the antibiotic group and the
surgery group (RR, 0.85; 95% CI, 0.66-1.11). Of the 8 trials in
the meta-analysis, 6 did not find statistically significant dif-
ferences for the primary outcome between the intervention and
control groups. One study presented a statistically signifi-
cant benefit with surgical treatment, and 1 pointed to superi-
ority of antibiotic treatment. Our meta-analysis presented a
high degree of outcome variation between studies. The esti-
mated I2 was 85.9%, indicating that the outcome variation may
be because of heterogeneity between studies.

Table. Primary Outcome Definitions

Source Definition of treatment success
CODA
Collaborative,8

2020

30-d Health status, as assessed with the use of the European
Quality-of-Life 5-Dimensions questionnaire.

Livingston
et al,9 2018

Resolution of acute appendicitis resulting in discharge from
the hospital without the need for surgical intervention and
no recurrent appendicitis during a minimum follow-up of 1 y.

Styrud et al,16

2006
Resolution of appendicitis symptoms in 24 h and absence of
recurrence, pain, and complications at up to 1 y of follow-up.

Vons et al,15

2011
The rate of peritonitis that occurred within 30 d of treatment
initiation.

Ceresoli
et al,17 2019

Success rate of the treatment, defined as the resolution of
symptoms (no abdominal pain or fever) and resolution of
inflammatory markers (white blood cell count <10 000/μLa

and C-reactive protein <1 mg/dLb) within 2 wk after
appendectomy in the surgical arm or from the third dose of
ertapenem without other treatments in the antibiotic arm.

O’Leary et al,6

2021
The primary end point for the trial evaluated the success
rate of antibiotic treatment only for acute uncomplicated
appendicitis at 1-y follow-up. In the operative treatment
arm, the primary end point was defined as successful
appendectomy, which was expected to be 100%.

Ericksson
et al,18 1995

Resolution of pain and decrease in white blood cell count
and C-reactive protein.

Hansson
et al,192009

Efficacy for antibiotic treatment was defined as definite
improvement without the need for surgery within a median
follow-up of 1 y. Efficacy for surgical treatment was
confirmed appendicitis at operation or another appropriate
surgical indication for operation.

a To convert to ×109/L, multiply by 0.001.
b To convert to mg/L, multiply by 10.

Figure 1. Systematic Review Flowchart

1504 Studies imported for screening

104 Full-text studies assessed for eligibility

8 Studies included

699 Screened

96 Excluded
49 Wrong study design

4 Secondary analyses of articles
already selected

22 Pediatric population
17 Editorials

3 Wrong outcomes
1 Main article not in English

805 Duplicates removed

595 Excluded (irrelevant studies)
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Because the studies reported different follow-up periods
(4 reported the main outcome at 12 months, 3 at 30 days, and
1 at 15 days), we constructed a subgroup forest plot for the pri-
mary outcome. All RRs for treatment success were similar to
our primary outcome. However, we noticed a nonsignificant
trend toward better outcomes for the antibiotic group at the
longest period of follow-up (12 months). Although the largest-
sample trial in this long follow-up subset (the APPAC trial11)
found that most patients treated conservatively did not re-
quire surgery during the first year of follow-up, antibiotic treat-
ment did not meet the prespecified criterion for noninferior-
ity compared with appendectomy. The subgroup analysis can
be found in eFigures 1 and 2 in the Supplement.

Secondary Outcomes
Major Adverse Effects
Of the 8 selected clinical trials, 6 reported incidence of major
adverse effects between the intervention and comparison
groups at 30 days (or at the longest period of follow-up). In the
meta-analysis of these 6 trials, antibiotic treatment was asso-
ciated with a nonsignificant trend toward lower percentages
of major adverse effects compared with surgical treatment
(RR, 0.72; 95% CI, 0.29-1.79). Of the 6 trials included in the
analysis, 1 pointed to significant superiority of the antibiotic
treatment, and 1 to the superiority of surgical treatment. The
4 remaining trials demonstrated no statistically significant
difference between the intervention and comparison groups.
This secondary outcome is represented in Figure 3.

Length of Hospital Stay and Cost Analysis
Among the 8 included trials, 3 reported total hospital length
of stay. To compare similar variables and obtain a standard re-
sult, we conducted a meta-analysis of RRs for the length of hos-
pital stay obtained by Poisson regression models as reported
by the CODA collaborative.8

After direct contact with the authors of the COMMA trial6

and the APPAC trial,11 we obtained comparable RRs. In the
meta-analysis of the CODA, COMMA, and APPAC trials, surgi-
cal treatment was associated with a significantly shorter length
of hospital stay (RR, 1.48; 95% CI, 1.26-1.70). The results for
length of hospital stay are presented in Figure 4. Regrettably,
we were not able to conduct a formal meta-analysis of cost of
care owing to different currencies and cost analysis in each
trial. We may only report the subjective finding that each of
those 3 trials pointed to a significant increase in cost of care
with nonoperative management, in addition to speculating that
longer lengths of stay may be associated with increased cost
of care.

Heterogeneity and Publication Bias Analysis
The Funnel plot and the Egger test did not show any evi-
dence of publication bias or small studies effect. There was no
significant evidence for small studies effect. We conducted a
meta-regression to analyze if study heterogeneity was be-
cause of the study population size, year of publication, or time
of follow-up. Our analysis did not show significant evidence
for heterogeneity owing to any of these variables.

Figure 3. Risk Ratios for Major Complications

Weight,
%

Fewer major
complications

Major
complicationsStudy

Risk ratio
(95% CI)

10.56Ceresoli et al,22 2019 –1.29 (–3.34 to 0.76)
20.62CODA Collaborative,9 2020 0.32 (–0.26 to 0.90)

18.95Salminen et al,12 2018 –2.00 (–2.83 to –1.17)
19.70Hansson et al,20 2009 -0.68 (–1.40 to 0.04)
20.84Styrud et al,18 2006 0.57 (0.03 to 1.11)
9.33Vons et al,21 2011 1.39 (–0.89 to 3.68)

1552

100.0Overall, DL (I2 = 85.0%, P <.001) –0.33 (–1.25 to 0.58)

No.

366
530
369
252
239

–5 –4 –3 –2 –1 50 1 2 3 4
Risk ratio (95% CI)

Risk ratios with 95% CIs for major
complication proportions across
all studies. Weights were obtained
through random-effects model.
DL indicates DerSimonian-Laird
estimator.

Figure 2. Risk Ratios for Treatment Success

Weight,
%

Not successful
treatment

Successful
treatmentStudy

Risk ratio
(95% CI)

21.67Ceresoli et al,22 2019 –0.17 (–0.37 to 0.02)
24.20CODA Collaborative,9 2020 –0.03 (–0.10 to 0.04)

23.48O'Leary et al,19 2021 0.18 (0.06 to 0.29)
7.86Salminen et al,12 2018 –2.02 (–2.79 to –1.25)
8.54Hansson et al,20 2009 –0.68 (–1.40 to 0.04)
9.99Styrud et al,18 2006 –0.09 (–0.73 to 0.54)
2.66Vons et al,21 2011

1552

239 1.50 (–0.02 to 3.01)
1.59Eriksson and Granström,23 1995 40 1.95 (–0.06 to 3.95)
100.0Overall, DL (I2 = 85.9%, P <.001) –0.16 (–0.42 to 0.10)

No.

366
180
530
369
252

–5 –4 –3 –2 –1 50 1 2 3 4
Risk ratio (95% CI)

Risk ratios with 95% CIs for
treatment success proportions across
all included studies. Weights were
obtained through random-effects
model. DL indicates
DerSimonian-Laird estimator.
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Recurrent Appendicitis in Antibiotic-Treated Cohort
Among the 8 included trials, 4 reported considerable rates of
recurrent appendicitis with the need for appendectomy in the
nonoperative treated cohort. We conducted a descriptive analy-
sis of cumulative incidence of recurrent appendicitis fol-
lowed by appendectomy at the longest period of follow-up in
each trial, ranging to up to 1 year of follow-up. The median
(range) rate for recurrent appendicitis was 18% (7%-29%) in the
CODA collaborative.8 The detailed results for recurrence rates
are summarized in eFigure 3 in the Supplement.

Risk of Bias Analysis
Overall, there was a low risk of bias in the included studies.
The most significant source of bias was detection bias owing
to the open-label design of 1 study and missing information
from 2 others. We also detected risk of attrition bias owing to
incomplete reporting of data in 2 studies. Risk of bias is de-
scribed the eTable in the Supplement.

Discussion
In this systematic review and meta-analysis of 8 randomized
clinical trials conducted between 1995 and 2021, nonoper-
ative treatment was not statistically different compared with
operative treatment in the management of acute uncompli-
cated appendicitis based on our prespecified definition of treat-
ment success and major adverse events. The RRs for treat-
ment success and major complications did not differ between
treatment groups. Our meta-analysis revealed significant
heterogeneity, which could not be traced to study population
size, year of publication, or follow-up period. We believe that
internal differences in diagnostic methods and interventions
between the studies may be responsible for some of the ob-
served heterogeneity. We did not find evidence for publica-
tion bias.

A nonsignificant trend toward better outcomes was ob-
served in the nonoperative treatment group compared with the
surgical group, specifically a higher incidence of treatment suc-
cess with longer periods of follow-up. This may be because of
the higher incidence of long-term complications in the surgi-
cal group, such as incisional hernias or adhesions. However,
the risk of rehospitalization for appendicitis must also be con-
sidered, which was estimated to be 18%. Given the short pe-
riod of follow-up for many of the included studies, the true in-
cidence of recurrent appendicitis remains unknown. Further

research is needed to review the long-term risks associated with
both approaches, particularly nonoperative treatment.

Considering the incidence of major adverse effects, our
meta-analysis pointed to relative safety with both operative
and nonoperative approaches for acute uncomplicated appen-
dicitis. Mortality was very low in both approaches and across
trials such that it could not be estimated or compared. For this
reason, we used the outcome of treatment success as defined
by each individual trial protocol, which included resolution of
abdominal pain, no complications, and improvement of in-
flammatory markers, among other variables. Unfortunately,
a more useful index of quality of life or other patient-
reported outcome might be more valuable in each individual
decision-making approach. A patient-centered discussion con-
sidering the substantial rate of recurrent appendicitis with an-
tibiotics only must be prioritized. Patients should be in-
formed that despite promising outcomes with nonoperative
management of acute appendicitis, nearly 1 of 5 patients treated
nonoperatively in this review eventually experienced recur-
rent appendicitis symptoms. It is also crucial to mention the
importance of the local infrastructure conditions in selecting
a nonoperative approach, and to closely monitor patients with
serial physical examinations and a 24/7 availability of imaging,
interventional radiology, laboratory testing, and the flexibil-
ity to change treatment approach as needed. In addition, pa-
tients should also have easy access to rehospitalization if nec-
essary. All of the trials included in this study were conducted
in Europe and North America, which likely include facilities
that have all the structure and personnel to perform the non-
operative approach. In locations lacking these conditions, the
surgical approach should be first recommended.

Cost and resource use must be considered before expand-
ing our findings to a societal perspective. Our meta-analysis
revealed an increase in length of stay with the nonoperative
approach. Data are scarce regarding the cost-effectiveness of
nonoperative approaches to uncomplicated appendicitis. In an
observational study from the United Kingdom,18 a decrease in
cost was noted with nonoperative appendicitis management.
However, that study also revealed similar length of stay and a
higher incidence of unplanned readmissions during 90 days
of follow-up with nonoperative treatment. Given the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, nonoperative management of appendi-
citis during times when surgical theaters and intensive care
units are limited may be of considerable benefit to our health
systems.22 In fact, a reduced incidence of acute appendicitis
has been reported during the COVID-19 pandemic, as noted in

Figure 4. Risk Ratios for Increased Length of Stay (LOS)

Weight,
%

Decreased
LOS

Increased
LOSStudy

Risk ratio
(95% CI)

84.27O'Leary et al,19 2021 1.13 (0.96-1.32)
6.38CODA Collaborative,9 2020 4.38 (2.49 -7.72)

9.34Salminen et al,12 2018 8.12 (5.08-12.96)

1552

100.0Overall, DL (I2 = 97.4%, P <.001) 1.48 (1.28-1.70)

No.

180
530

0.1 20101
Risk ratio (95% CI)

Risk ratios with 95% CIs of increased
length of stay across studies. Weights
were obtained through
random-effects model. DL indicates
DerSimonian-Laird estimator;
LOS, length of stay.
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a retrospective analysis showing a decreased incidence of acute
appendicitis by 40% following the outbreak.23 Similarly, an ob-
servational study in Italy showed a significant drop in hospi-
tal admission for acute appendicitis (46%) and a reduction in
the incidence of noncomplicated appendicitis (56%) and ap-
pendectomy rate (from 17.3% to 6.1%). The nonoperative treat-
ment rate remained similar (12.1% vs 11.6%).24 A retrospec-
tive study in Germany evaluating 9797 patients also showed
a decrease of 50% in the incidence of noncomplicated
appendicitis.25 None of these studies reported an increase in
the number of complicated cases during this time period. Out-
patient treatment with antibiotics or even spontaneous reso-
lution in patients with mild symptoms could explain these
documented declines during the pandemic, in which many pa-
tients refrained from seeking hospital care.

Although our prespecified protocol excluded patients with
appendicoliths owing to an expected higher failure incidence
with conservative treatment in these patients, some trials did
not come to this same conclusion. Two randomized clinical trials
included in our meta-analysis conducted a subgroup analysis
of patients with appendicoliths. In the CODA collaborative,8 the
investigators noted an equivalence in outcomes for patients with
appendicoliths, while the clinical trial by Vons et al15 demon-
strated a slight increase in conservative treatment failure for pa-
tients with appendicoliths. As this meta-analysis did not spe-
cifically seek to answer the question of equivalence in the setting
of appendicoliths, further research is needed to better guide
management in this clinical situation.

Limitations
Our study has limitations related to the included trials and other
considerations germane to meta-analyses. We only included
English-language articles in our systematic review, which lim-
its generalizability, and the inclusion of only Embase and
PubMed as databases may be considered a less robust system-
atic search. In addition, the high degree of heterogeneity be-
tween the trials, especially regarding the definition of treat-
ment success, limits conclusions. Owing to lack of detailed

operative reports in the trials, we could not estimate the preva-
lence of more advanced surgical techniques, such as robotic
appendectomy, in operative management. These differing
interventions might present different outcomes. Addition-
ally, we were not able to specifically analyze the interven-
tions and outcomes within the recurrent appendicitis groups,
particularly for the rate of missed neoplasms and surgical mor-
bidity. However, our study overcomes the limitations of pre-
vious studies by generating a summary estimate of the effi-
cacy of both treatments for acute uncomplicated appendicitis
in adult patients. Compared with previously published
meta-analyses26,27 our systematic review protocol was de-
signed to be more sensitive in retrieving information. We chose
to not set outcome limits for the literature review, as this pro-
cess may lead to bias in reporting results. In addition, our study
included the recently published CODA collaborative,8 which
is to our knowledge the largest published randomized clini-
cal trial on the topic to date. We also present a unique analy-
sis of length of stay, and reports outcomes at a short (up to 30
days) and longer-term (up to 12 months) follow-up.

Conclusions
In summary, nonoperative management with antibiotics may
be an alternative strategy for the treatment of acute uncom-
plicated appendicitis. Although we did not find significantly
different proportions of treatment success and major compli-
cations for either treatment approach, we noticed a trend to-
ward greater success of treatment for nonoperative manage-
ment when considering longer follow-up periods. This
advantage must be considered within the context of recur-
rent risk of appendicitis with nonoperative management found
in this study. In addition, operative management was associ-
ated with significantly shorter length of stay compared with
antibiotic-only treatment. Practicing surgeons can use these
summary data to guide patients presenting with acute uncom-
plicated appendicitis.
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